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Abstract 
van Douwen, E.K., An anti-Hausdorff Frkhet space in which convergent sequences have unique 
limits, Topology and its Applications 5 1 ( 1993) 147- 158. 
We shall discuss the possibility of slicing MAD families. As am application we present an example 
of an anti-Hausdorff Frtkhet space in which convergent sequences have unique limits. 
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1. Introduction 
We answer an old question of Nov& by constructing an anti-Hausdorff Frkhet 
space in which convergent sequences have unique limits. An essential ingredient in 
our construction is that there exists an infinite maximal almost disjoint family & 
on o and a function L: .RZ+ w such that for all X s w, if 9= {A E d: IA n Xl = to} 
is infinite then L+9 = W. We also discuss possible strengthenings and generalizations 
of this result. 
2. Set theoretic conventions 
We use 6 or v or &’ to denote an ordinal (=set of smaller ordinals), cy or y to 
denote a cardinal (=initial ordinal), and K to denote an infinite cardinal. w denotes 
oo, c denotes 2” and cf(K) denotes the cofinality of K. Also, 
[X]” = {A E P(X): IAl = K} and [Xl‘ K = {A E P(X): IAl < K}, 
A G K B abbreviates (A - BI < K. 
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A collection L$ c_ [ K]~ is called AD (almost disjoint) if (VA f B E <ti)[IA l~ I31 < K], 
and & is called K-MAD is ~4 is a maximal AD subcollection of [ K]~ with l&l 2 cf( K). 
we put 
a, =min{ I.dl: .d is K-hl,ADf. ~=a,,. 
Remark 2.1. It is easy to see that aK > cf( K), and also that aK s a,,.,,, , see Proposition 
8.1, hence cf(K) < aK < 2Cr(K’. So if K is regular and 2” = K+ then aK = 2”. For regular 
K it is consistent that a, = 2” > K ’ (use a generalized Martin’s axiom) and also that 
aK < 2” (see [7, Chapter VIII, Theorem 2.31 or (for K > w ) recall it is consistent [ K]~ 
has no AD subfamily of size 2” [l]). We have no information about aK for singular 
K other than a K s aCrfK,. We expect a, < act-( K ) to be consistent, for each singular K. 
Remark 2.2. We have “IdI 2 cf(K)” in the definition of “K-MAD” because of 
practical reasons. A justification is that if d is a maximal AD subfamily of [I<]~, 
then & is trivial in the sense that (3 R E [K]’ ” )(VA # B E &)[A n B c I?] iff I&I c 
Cf(K). 
3. Terminology 
All spaces considered are T, . We say C c X converges to x E X if C = {x} or if 
C is infinite and if (V neighborhood U of x)[ C C-_,, U]. The sequential closure of 
AGX is 
A’ = {XE X: (3C E A)[C converges to xl}. 
X is called F&he? if (VA E X)[A = A‘], sequenfiaf if (VA s X )[A = A@ A = A’]. 
We call U E X an s-neighborhood of x E X if x fi! m’. Clearly ordinary 
neighborhoods are s-neighborhoods, and the converse holds iff X is Frechet. 
We call ,Y s-Harrsdorfl if cvcry two points of ,I’ have disjoint s-neighborhoods. 
s-anti-Hausdorff if no two points have disjoint s-neighborhoods; anti-Hausdorfl is 
self-explanatory. 
Finally, we say that X is UIfit (unique sequential limits) if no subset of X 
converges to more than one point. 
4. Anti-Mausdor USI_, Frhchet spaces: history 
Ctcarly each .+Hausdorff space is USI... On 1926 Urysohn has given an example 
of a USL, [6, p. 2121. In his 1937 topology seminar tech has asked if there is an 
s-anti-Hausdorff USE space. This question was answered a&rmatively by Nowik 
in 1939, [9, pp. 16171. At this point we mention the examples of Urysohn and 
Novak are sequential, for if they were not they couid be made sequential by an 
e of topology which dots not aflect which sets conver 
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Since Novak’s example is not Frechet, he has asked if there is an (s-)anti-Hausdorff 
USL Frechet space, [lot. cit.]. There are examples of non-Hausdorff Fre’chet spaces, 
one by Katetov, [2, 6.4.11, 6.4.121. 
(I am indebted to V. Koutnik for supplying me with the above information, and 
with providing me with a reprint of [9].) (I have translated this history from the 
language of convergence structures into topology.) 
An additional example of an s-anti-Hausdorff USL sequential non-Frechet space 
was given in 1971 by Franklin and Rajagapolan, [5], who were unaware of Novak’s 
example. Unlike Novak’s example theirs is homogeneous. 
In Section 5 we will answer Novak’s question affirmatively by constructing a 
compact, countable anti-Hausdorff USL Frechet space 0 in ZFC; this requires 
information about MAD families given in Sections 6 and 7. IJnder the additional 
axiom a = c, In can be made homogeneous; I do not know how to do this in ZFC. 
For details see Section 9. 
5. An anti-Hausdorff space 
We here construct the example 0 promised in Section 4. Rather than just 
presenting the construction we motivate why we do it the way we do it. The underlying 
set of $2 is 0. 
Let %’ denote the collection of infinite convergent subsets of 0. We plan to 
construct 52 from %. But % may be unmanageably big. So we work with an .V’E ‘6 
such that 
(VC E %)(3A E d)[C r,,A]. (1) 
e a.lso need to know for each member of %’ what it converges to. Of course it 
suffices to know this for members of & only. Ss we need 
a suitable collection & of infinite subsets of o and a suitable function 
6,: d + w with (just for convenience) (VA E &)[L( A) E! A]. t*ic) 
We explain what suitabIe means as we investigate 0. All (set theoretic) properties 
of &’ and E we find desirable will be labelled with Roman capitals, and all 
(topologica!) properties of 0 will be labelled with numerals. 
Our intention behind (*) is, of course, to have 
(VA E ,db[.l converges to L(A), and to k(A) only], (2) 
so then each member of 
Y== u {Bu{L(A)): BrA) 
4, .f 
must be closed in 0. In ordet to have good control over 0 we give it the smallest 
y for which this is true, i.e., we topslogize w by declarin; aI/’ to be a subbase 
for the closed sets. In other words 
(VCc,R)[Gisclosedin~~lVx~R-G3(3finiteS~.% 
[GcusandxrtI 
For later use we observe the obvious 
(VG c_ O)[G not dense_‘(3 finite 9%~ S&I 
It is easy to see that a necessary condition on ti and L for (2) to hold is 
(VA, B E .~4)[ L(A) # t( B)+A n k3 finite]. (A) 
It turns out that this condition is also sufficient. First observe that no A E d converges 
to a point different from L(A) since (WI E A)[(A -{a}) u {L(A)}] is closed. Next, 
consider any A E d and let tl be a neighborhood of L(A). Because of (3) we may 
assume there are finite 3~ d and B(F) C_ F for FE 3 such that 0 - U = 
\ JF, ., (B(F) u (L(F)}). For each FE 3 we have L(F) # L(A) since L(A) E U but 
L(F)$[‘. So .-I*(&) is finite. hence .-&,,L since Q-Uc&.(Fu~L(F)))c, 
U 3. We simplify (A) to 
d is an AD subfamily of [Olw = CO]“. (B) 
We now quickly take care of three more properties of 0. From (2) and (4) we see 
that each proper closed subset of In is compact, hence 
0 is compact. (5) 
Next, since (VA E d)[ { L( A)} is closed], a simple way to have 
0 is T, (6) 
is to have 
L-‘&!z = a. (C) 
(There are other ways, but we will have (C) anyway.) Finally, since d is infinite 
by (C) we see from (B) that (V finite 3% &)[& .F (Fu {L(F)}) # 01. Hence 0 
is not the union of two proper closed subsets. The dual of this statement is 
In is anti-Hausdorff. (7) 
Using (6), (4), (B) and (2) one can prove that (1) is true, and hence 
0 is USL (8) 
because of (2). However, we omit the proof since we do not need (1). (We will give 
a different proof 0; (8).) 
Because of (2) the natural way to prove 
0 is Fr&zhet (9) 
is to have 
(VSz ~)(VXE li)[.u~~Lo]+[SnA infiniteand L(Ab=x]]. a’101 
(In fact, because of ( 1) this is the only way.) 
It is a pleasant surprise that ( 10) implies (8): Let C be infinite and let it converge 
to p and to 9. There is A E .d with C n A infinite. C’ A A also converges to p and 
to 9, but it converges to t(A) only because of (2). 
Clearly (V infinite S E 0)(3x E s2)[x E S - (x}] since .Q is compact. Hence a 
necessary condition for (10) to hoid is the following strengthening of (8): 
.eP is w-MAD. tD) 
To see what we need for ( 10) consider any SE 0 and x E 0 with x E ‘m. Define 
9 = {A E &: S n A is infinite). 
Case 1: 9 is finite. Clearly S C-, IJ 3 because of (D), hence x E S n (U 9) - {x} 
since 0 is T, , hence there is A E 9 with x E S n A - {x}; now S n A is infinite, since 
0 is T,, and x = L(A) because of (2). 
Case 2: 9 is injnite. Since ti is infinite and AD, we see from (4) that S is dense. 
So we must have (3A E d)[ S n A infinite and L(A) = y] for all y E 0 (not just for 
y = x), or, equivalently, L’3 = 0. This and (10) lead to the following idea to make 
(3 P recise. 
& is U-MAD and L: d + 0 are such that for each S c 0, if 9 = 
{A E d: S n A infinite} is infinite then L-9 = 0. (E) 
As promised above, this implies (C) since if S = 0 then 9 = ti in (E), and w-MADs 
are infinite by convention. We will construct d and L as in (E) in Section 6. That 
construction will not necessarily yield d and L satisfying (VA E &)[ L(A) g A], but 
this is easy to fix. (Also, the condition is not really needed anyway.) 
6. Slicing MAD families: Easy results 
Recall that cy, 7, K are cardinals, with K 2 o. For Section 5 we only need the 
special case cy = K = w of the discussion below. We limit our discussion of shcings 
to slicings of MAD families since we have no applications of generalizations. 
Throughout this section & E [K]? Define 
d#X={Acd:IAnX~=tc} forXEK; 
cd+ = {x c K: [d#xl zcf(K)}; 
tk(&) = min{l&#X(: X E J+’ ‘} (min(fl) = 0), the true eardinality of .pQ. 
Fact 6.1. If .d is K-MAD then tk( d) 3 a,. 
!Proof. Consider any X E ,ti ‘. The obvious function from &#X to .pB 6 X = 
{A o X: A E d#X) is a bijection, and of course .@’ 1 .Y is a maximal AD subfamily 
of [Xl”. ga 
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Call L a y-slichg of .d if L is a function & --, y satisfying 
(VX c K)[X E .Pr *L’(d#X) = y]. 
(Note “=Y’ becomes “CK’ if y 2 cf(K).) Call ~4 
Clearly .d is y’-sliceable if s4 is y-sliceable and 
Fact 4.2. ff tk( <4) = 2” the11 .d is 2”-slice&e. 
y-sliceable if it admits a y-slicing. 
y’” y. 
Proof. We omit the proof: something quite similar will be proved in Section 7. Cl 
Corollary 6.3. If a = 2” then eveg’ K-MAD is 2”-sliceable. 
This suggests the following questions. Note d never is tk(d)‘-sliceable. 
Question 6.4. Let .c/ be K-MAD. 1s .r/ ;*-sliceable for ;*= tk( .c/)? ;+a,,.? ;‘= K+? ;I== K? ;I= (IJ? 
;*=2? 
Question 6.5. Suppose there is an AD subfamily of [K]~ of size CL Is there a 
y-sliceable K-MAD for y=a? ?=a,? Y=K+? Y=K? y=o? y=2? 
For regular K the only honest answer we have is that there is an o-sliceable 
w-MAD, and fortunately that is all we need for Section 5; see Section 8 for singular 
K. Note that the question of whether there is a c-sliceable o-MAD is equivalent to 
the known question of whether there is an o-MAD of true cardinality c. Recall that 
for suitable K > w, e.g. K = ml, it is consistent that [K]~ has no AD subfamily of 
size 2”, [l]; this explains the “cy” in Question 6.5. (We do not know if this is 
consistent for all K > o, nor if it is consistent for suitable K > o that {I&(: & E [ K]~ 
is AD} has no maximum.) 
Remark 6.6. One can generalize the concept of a y-slicing and consider L: & + y 
such that 
(vx E K)[Id#XI 3 cx=hY(.d# ‘0 = y]. (*) 
We have no applications if cy > Cf( K ). We would have applications if LY = o, but it 
is easy to see that if Cap is K-MAD and cy < cf(K) then no L: .d + y satisfies (*). 
AD families: An wsliceable w- 
For .d c [WI”’ we defined 
~#X={AE.G+‘:[A~X(=~) for.Xc,o; 
.4’ = (X E 0: l,4#Xla 0 
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&?rX={AnX:AE&#X), XCO. 
Clearly, if CaQ is an o-MAD then for each YE &’ the collection & 1 Y is an infinite 
maximal AD subfamily of [ Y]” (and ti 1 Y u {w - Y} is w-MAD), we prove the 
existence of an o-sliceable o-MAD by proving 
Theorem 7.1. (VU-MAD 4(3 YE .&)[d 1 Y is w-dice 
Call 22 E [ 01~ a P-collection if for every sequence (Q,, : n E o) in 9 with ( 
[ Q,I 2 Qn+ ,] there is Q E 9? with (Vn E o)[ Q c w Q,,]. It is well known that [o JCO is a 
P-collection and that in fact the following holds. 
Lemma 7.2. Let X, 9 be at most countable subcollections of [ 01” sug PAI that 
(tlKEY~)(tl~c~)[l~I~I<o~IKnnnl=o], and YC#fl. 
Then thm is Qrco wit/l (VKE.X‘)[ IKnQI =w] attd (VLEY’)[QE,,,L]. 
For the proof of Theorem 7.1 we need the following result of DoEkalkova [3], 
which is a consequence of the fact that .F& is a happy family in the sense of Matthias 
[8]. We supply a proof as a service to the reader. 
Lemma 7.3. If d is w-MAD then &’ is a P-collection. 
Proof. Let (QII : n E o) be a sequence in & with (Vdu2 E o)[ Q,$z Q,#+,]. We claim 
%= n W#Q,,) I? cw 
is infinite. If not then for each n E o the set Q,, - lJ 9 is infinite since Q,, E &’ and 
since SI is AD, and is a superset of Q,,. , -U 9. Hence by Lemma 7.2 there is 
PE [w]‘” with (Vn E o)[ Pr,, Q,, -IJ $1. Since J$’ is w-MAD there is A E d with 
IPnnl =cc). Then &.Fsince .c4 is AD and ],+~nu.~l CO, but ( VIIEW) [ fAnQ,lI =c~J], 
so AE n,,,,,( x/# QJ, which is absurd. 
Now use L.emma 7.2 with Yl a countably infinite subfamily of 9 and with 
9=(Q,,:n~w} to find Qro with (VnEtw)[Qc,,Q,,] and ~?E&#Q (so that 
QE&+). IZI 
Note that this implies the known result that Q 3 wI. The following is the key to 
the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
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(Note that for %, 9 G [o]“, if 9 G (e then %‘E 9’ iff %+ = g’.) 
Proof. We first point out that 
(~YE~+)(~~~~~)[Y~~+=~(~TE.C&+)[T~ Yand%#T=@]]. (1) 
Indeed, Y E % + means 1% # YI < w, hence if L/ E .& then T = Y - lJ (Q# Y) belongs 
to ~4’ since c94 is an AD and since %# Y c_ J& and clearly T c_ Y and %# T = 0. 
We also make the elementary observation that 
(VX,YZW)(V~‘C~)[XE(W‘~ Y)+iffXnYCZf+]. (2) 
Finally, note that since 1.21~ c = IrWl, 9? carries some second countable TI -topology, 
hence there is an indexed collection (99,l.i : n E o, i E 2) of subsets of 9? such that 
(Vn E 4[%., = 523 - %.ol, 
(tlB#C~~)(3n~w)[B~~,,,,andC~~,,]. . . 
(3) 
(4) 
Now consider any SE ti’. We attempt to construct a sequence (T, : n E w) and a 
function s:w+2 such that 
Let To = 
(Vn E w)[S I> T, 2 T,+, and T,, E d’], (9 
(Vn E ~)L%?.sct,,# Tn+r =01. (6) 
S. Next, let n E w, and assume T, known. If (d 1 T,)’ c niE2 (93,, 1 T,)+ 
then our construction terminates but we establish the lemma with T= T,, and 
Q = %I,0 3 because of (3). Otherwise there are s(n)E 2 and YE (& r T,)+ with 
YE (%,+lI 1 T,)+, i.e., Y n T, E d’ but Y n T,, E 3&t,,, by (2), and now (1) tells 
us how to find T,,+l. 
We claim the construction terminates. Indeed, if not there is by (5) a Q E &’ with 
(Vn E w)[Qcw Tn]. From (6) we see that 
However, as Q E &’ c_ 3’ there are B # C E &# Q. E3y (4) there is n E o with B E 93n,0 
and C E %I,, , which contradicts (7). 0 
Because of Lemma 7.3 the following implies Theorem 7.1. 
Lemma 7.9. If d is an injnite AD subfamily of [ 01” such that d’ is a P-collection 
then there is YE ,d’ such that d 1 Y is w-sliceable. 
Proof. For all YE dt the collection (94 1 Y)* is a P-collection, since, as observed 
above, 
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It follows from Lemma 7.4 that there are a sequence (.(;a,, : n E O) of subfamilies of 
d and a sequence (Y,* : n E o) such that do = J&’ and 
(Vn E w)[ Y,, 2 Y,*+ 1and Y,] E &‘I, 
(Vn E o)[&,, 2 d,,,-, and 
W,, t Y,,)+c-W,,+I f Y,,)+nW,-&-,) f YA’I. 
Hence there is YE J& such that (Vn E o)[ Yc, YJ. Then 
(Vn E Nd I Y)+ fz W,, -A+,) t V’l. 
So we can define an w-slicing L of & 1 Y by 
L(An Y)=n ifAEd,, -dn+, orifn=OandAt n .&. 
/8tw 
(L is well defined since (VA # B E &)[A n Y = B n Y] because ,d is AD and YE 
&4’.) c3 
Remark 7.6. [Call &Z [u]” sane if (VX E ca4’)[& 1 X is not o-MAD.1 
(a) The proof of Lemma 7.4 is essentially Simon’s proof that there are an o-MAD 
& and .% E d such that B and r;8 - 6B are sane, [lo]. This is only natural since 
(VU-MAD d)(V% c d)[ & - +c 9’ n(d-$B)%iB and &-a are sane]. 
(b) It is easy to see that if J@ is a P-collection and B c s$’ then there is X E d' 
such that (at least) one of 9 1 X and (d - 93) r X is a f-collection. It follows from 
Simon’s result quoted in Remark 7.6(a) that there is an AD .@’ cs [o]” such that &” 
is a B-collection yet &J is sane, cf. Lemma 7.3. 
Remark 7.7. Now let .d be a K-MAD. The proofs in this sdan can casiiy bc nmdifkd 
to prove 
prooided 
(3 Y E ,Rp+)[ & ] is w-sliceable] (I) 
Lemma 7.3 would generalize to 
if A=Iog K (=min#: ?‘a xl )* then for each y d A and each y 
sequence ( 
there is Q (2) 
does hold if C~(K ) = w atad A = W; however, it never holds if cf( K ) 3 00. To 
any XE[K]*, From (1) and (2) a we see there is injection s : a --) a suck that 
W(E aNIX C-3 &,,I 2 +I* s Iran(s)l = Q! and .Q! is a-MAD there is A E d with 
JA n rim( s >I = cx. Clearly 1 ,I CI Xl = K be~mse of (1). (This is due to Erd6s and 
Hajnal, [4].) 
(2’ is well defined by (S).) To prove 9’ is a y-slicing of % consider any X c K such 
.Y>,cf(~) z:. Fi E[.(/]* with (vBE.~~)[Q~E.~#.Y]. i.e.. (VBE-ti) 
m injection s : a + 
I”%0 W3W[.~~@d~(<)]. and (b) (V&a)[ I.k’nKstG,I >,K,+ 
From (6) and (7)(a) we see that (WE B)[IBnran(s)l= (~1, hence IzHran(s)lz 
= Q. Also, from (7)(b) we see that (VAE (ti#ran(s)))[9,E 9#X]. Since L is 
a y-slicing of cc4 it follows that Y”( 9 #X) 2 L’(&#ran(s)) = y. 0 
= w then there is an o-sliceable K-MAD. 
Corollary 8.3. If a,, K, = 2”’ K ’ then there is an 2”’ K ‘diceable K- MAD. 
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l&k now show the example of Section 5 can be made homogeneous if a = c. 
Identify 0 with a countable subgroup of some compact metrizable group G, 
whose operation we denote by juxtaposition. Define 
kB = {BE [o]? (Wx #YE o)] ].Vf3n_tB1 WI]; (xfk (A-b: hEBf )_ 
Lsmma 9.1. (VX E [&_$‘)(aB )[Bc X]. 
[u]‘” then, since 6 is compact metrizable, there are B E [XIW and 
at B converges to g. Clearly (Vx E o)[xB converges to xg]. Hence 
(The lemma can be proved with any group operation on O, but we won’t 
Call & E [ 01~ invariant if ( VA-E 0) ( VA E 4) [x-l E d] . 
Lemma 9.2. There is an invariant MAD .# with & c a. 
Proof. Let & be a maximal invariant AD subfamily of 9. It is not hard to see from 
Lemma 9.1 that & is MAD. Cl 
Lemma 9.3 (a = c). Let sl be as in Lemma 9.2. There is L : d + w such that 
(1) (VX~sfj(Vn~w)(3A~&)[[AnXI=oandL(A)=n], 
(2) (VXEO)(WAE.~~!)[L(XA)=XL(A)]. 
Proof. Define an equivalence relation - on ti by A - Be (3x E w )[xA = B]. Note 
that each --equivalence class is countable. Since I&‘[ = c = a, we can with an easy 
transfinite construction find A C_ A x w such that 
(3) (VX E &+)(Vk E o)(3A E &#X)[(A, k)~ A-j, 
(4) (W(A, k)#(A’, k’)EA)[A+A’]. 
Upon enlarging A if necessary we find such A satisfying additionally 
(5) (WBESI)(~(A, k)EA)[B-A]. 
Now define L as follows: For B E & there is a unique (A, k) E ~4 with B - A, by (5) 
and (4), and there is a unique x E o with B = XA since & E 9, let L(B) = xk. Cl 
From these d and L construct L! as in Section 5. Then for each x E fi the function 
y-xy (y E 0) is a homeomorphism, because of [2) of Lemma 9.3. Hence 0 is 
homogeneous. 
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